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Dallas, TX Hotel Offers Guests New Deal for Breakfast 
Renaissance Dallas Hotel welcomes weekend travelers to start their mornings with a delicious breakfast courtesy of a new hotel deal. 

 
Dallas, TX – One Dallas, TX hotel is celebrating the first meal of the day with a new hotel deal that rises and shines on the 
weekend. 
 
The Renaissance Dallas Hotel invites weekend travelers to book its new Stay for Breakfast hotel deal. This Dallas hotel package 

includes overnight accommodations and a complimentary breakfast for two adults and 
children (12 years and younger) at the on-site Asador restaurant. 
 
Whether guests need coffee to start their morning, a freshly crisped piece of bacon or 
toast and jam, this Dallas luxury hotel’s restaurant is sure to satisfy. Recently renovated, 
Asador focuses on farm-to-table food and takes a unique approach to modern American 
cuisine while injecting Latin flavors. With a freshly prepared breakfast, guests are sure to 
greet the day feeling ready for all Dallas has to offer. 
 
It’s not just the breakfast that will leave guests feeling great. This Renaissance hotel near 
the Dallas Convention Center believes that everyone should wake up feeling refreshed, 
which is perhaps why the guest rooms are so comfortable. Plush beds with custom 
comforters and duvets, modern amenities and spectacular views of the Dallas skyline 
combine to create a rejuvenating environment. The convenient location near the Dallas 
Convention Center makes it easy to reach big events and trade shows, as well as popular 
downtown Dallas attractions. 
 

Start the morning with a delicious breakfast at Asador restaurant and book the Stay for Breakfast deal at the Renaissance 
Dallas Hotel today. 
 
To reserve this Dallas hotel package, use promotional code S4B online or call 1-800-228-9290. This deal is available between 
now and October 31, 2012, Thursday through Sunday. For more information, visit www.marriott.com/DALBR 
 
About the Renaissance Dallas Hotel 
Indulge in a Dallas luxury hotel presenting landmark style combined with rich sophistication at the exquisite Renaissance Dallas 
Hotel. Located in the heart of Market Center, this award-winning Dallas, Texas hotel is near the city's top attractions, including 
Downtown, West End Entertainment District, American Airline Center, Love Field Airport and the Convention Center. Enjoy the 
remarkable architecture of this Dallas Market Center hotel, as well as spectacular views of the downtown skyline. Stunning hotel 
rooms offer upscale amenities, while executive suites and club floor accommodations provide additional luxuries, such as 
evening hors d'oeuvres in the Club Lounge Sunday through Thursday evenings. Discover elegant event facilities and 
technologically advanced meeting rooms boasting 19,000 sq. ft. of flexible space. Experience the Landmark Hotel of Dallas at 
the Renaissance Dallas, TX Hotel. 
 

 

Renaissance Dallas Hotel 
2222 North Stemmons Freeway 
Dallas, Texas 75207 USA 
Phone Number: 1-214-631-2222 
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